Popular Reserve Textbooks That are Available for Free

**RedShelf Responds** *(Doesn’t clearly state a limit and have to make sure the search is done via about.redshelf.com/redshelfresponds)*

**ART**
- ART*101/Art History I - Gardner's Art through the Ages: A Global History, Volume I 16th ed., Kleiner, Fred S. **ISBN:** 9781337696593 *(We have an older edition on reserve)*

**BUSINESS/PHILOSOPHY**
- BBG*240/Business Ethics & PHL*151/World Religions - A Rulebook for Arguments 5th ed. Anthony Weston **ISBN:** 9781624666544

**COLLEGE PREPARATION**

**COMMUNICATION**
- COM*100/Intro. to Communication - Communication and You: An Introduction Dan O'Hair; Mary Wiemann **ISBN:** 9781457638916

**ECONOMICS**
- ECN*101/Principles of Macroeconomics - Principles of Macroeconomics 2nd ed. Lee Coppock; Dirk Mateer **ISBN:** Doesn’t match the one from course search, had to search by title
- ECN*102/Principles of Microeconomics - Principles of Microeconomics 2nd ed. Lee Coppock; Dirk Mateer **ISBN:** Doesn’t match the one from course search, had to search by title

**ENGINEERING**
- EGR*111/Intro. to Engineering - Introduction to Engineering Analysis 4th ed., Kirk D. Hagen **ISBN:** 9780133485080

**ENGLISH**
- ENG*101/Composition & ENG*103/Composition II – They Say / I Say: The Moves That Matter in Academic Writing (w/out readings) 4th ed., Cathy Birkenstein; Gerald Graff **ISBN:** 9780393631678
- ENG*101/Composition - They Say / I Say: The Moves That Matter in Academic Writing (With readings) 4th ed., Cathy Birkenstein; Russel Durst; Gerald Graff **ISBN:** 9780393631685

**HUMAN SERVICES**
- HSE*281/Human Services Field Work I – The Human Services Internship: Getting the Most from Your Experience 4th ed. Kiser, Pamela Myers **ISBN:** 9781305087347
Popular Reserve Textbooks That are Available for Free

**MATH**

- (Used for various math courses) - Elementary & Intermediate Algebra Graphs and Models 5th ed., Marvin L. Bittinger; David J. Ellenbogen; Barbara L. Johnson
  *ISBN*: 9780134592978

- MAT*172/College Algebra & MAT*186/Precalculus: Mathematics for Calculus 7th ed., Stewart, James; Redlin, Lothar; Watson, Saleem
  *ISBN*: 9781305071759

- MAT*256/Calculus II & MAT*268/Calculus III Multivariable - Calculus 8th ed., Stewart, James
  *ISBN*: 9781285740621

**PSYCHOLOGY**

- PSY*111/General Psychology I - Discovering Psychology 8th ed., Sandra E. Hockenbury; Susan A. Nolan
  *ISBN*: 9781319136390

- PSY*201/Life Span Development - Developing Person Through the Life Span 10th ed., Kathleen Stassen Berger
  *ISBN*: 9781319016272

- PSY*245/Abnormal Psychology - Fundamentals of Abnormal Psychology 8th ed., Ronald J. Comer
  *ISBN*: 9781464176975

  *ISBN*: 9781259880889 (We have an older edition of this text on reserve that’s students have been using)

**SCIENCE**

  *ISBN*: 9780134394695

  *ISBN*: 9780134296012

- BIO*115/Human Biology - Human Biology 11th ed., Starr, Cecie; McMillan, Beverly
  *ISBN*: 9781305112100

- BIO*111/Intro. to Nutrition - Wardlaw’s Contemporary Nutrition 11th ed., Anne Smith
  *ISBN*: 9781259709968

- BIO*235/Microbiology - Microbiology: A Systems Approach 5th ed., Marjorie Kelly Cowan
  *ISBN*: 9781259706615

  *ISBN*: 9780134302386

- CHE*122/General Chemistry II – Chemistry: The Central Science 14th ed.
  *ISBN*: 9780134414232

- EAS*102/Earth Science - Earth Science 15th ed. Edward J. Tarbuck; Frederick K. Lutgens; Dennis G. Tasa
  *ISBN*: 9780134543536

- PHY*122/General Physics II - Physics: Principles with Applications 7th ed. Douglas C. Giancoli
  *ISBN*: 9780321625922
Popular Reserve Textbooks That are Available for Free

SOCIOLOGY

- SOC*101/Principles of Sociology – Essentials of Sociology 7th ed., Richard P. Appelbaum; Deborah Carr; Mitchell Duneier; Anthony Giddens
  **ISBN:** 9780393674088

- SOC*103/Social Problems - Social Problems 14th ed., D. Stanley Eitzen; Maxine Baca Zinn; Kelly Eitzen Smith **ISBN:** 9780134631905

  **ISBN:** 9780393639322

- SOC*240/Criminology – Criminology: The Core 7th ed., Siegel, Larry J. **ISBN:** 9781337557719

  **ISBN:** 97813055577411

*Calculus: Early Transcendentals 9th ed., isn’t available on RedShelf
Popular Reserve Textbooks That are Available for Free

**VitalSource (Clearly states you are limited to 6 items)**

**ART**

**BUSINESS/PHILOSOPHY**
- BBG*240/Business Ethics & PHL*151/World Religions - A Rulebook for Arguments 5th ed. Anthony Weston **ISBN:** 9781624666544

**COLLEGE PREPARATION**

**COMMUNICATION**
- COM*100/Intro. to Communication - Communication and You: An Introduction Dan O'Hair; Mary Wiemann **ISBN:** 9781457638916
- COM*172/Interpersonal Communication - Looking Out, Looking In 15th ed., Adler, Ronald B.; Proctor II, Russell F. **VBID:** 9781305855656

**ECONOMICS**
- ECN*101/Principles of Macroeconomics - Principles of Macroeconomics 2nd ed. Lee Coppock; Dirk Mateer **ISBN:** Doesn't match the one from course search, had to search by title/ **VBID:** 9780393615432
- ECN*102/Principles of Microeconomics - Principles of Microeconomics 2nd ed. Lee Coppock; Dirk Mateer **ISBN:** Doesn't match the one from course search, had to search by title/ **VBID:** 9780393615432
- ECN*102/Principles of Microeconomics - Principles of Microeconomics 2nd ed. Lee Coppock; Dirk Mateer **ISBN:** Doesn't match the one from course search, had to search by title/ **VBID:** 9780393615432

**ENGINEERING**
- EGR*111/Intro. to Engineering - Introduction to Engineering Analysis 4th ed., Kirk D. Hagen **ISBN:** 9780133485080

**ENGLISH**
- ENG*101/Composition & ENG*103/Composition II - They Say / I Say: The Moves That Matter in Academic Writing (w/out readings) 4th ed., Cathy Birkenstein; Gerald Graff **ISBN:** 9780393631678
- ENG*101/Composition - They Say / I Say: The Moves That Matter in Academic Writing (With readings) 4th ed., Cathy Birkenstein; Russel Durst; Cathy Birkenstein; Gerald Graff **ISBN:** 9780393631685

**HUMAN SERVICES**
- HSE*281/Human Services Field Work I – The Human Services Internship: Getting the Most from Your Experience 4th ed. Kiser, Pamela Myers **ISBN:** 9781305087347
### MATH

- (Used for various math course) - Elementary & Intermediate Algebra Graphs and Models 5th ed., Marvin L. Bittinger; David J. Ellenbogen; Barbara L. Johnson **eText**  
  **ISBN:** 9780134432984

- MAT*172/College Algebra & MAT*186/Precalculus - Precalculus: Mathematics for Calculus 7th ed., Stewart, James; Redlin, Lothar; Watson, Saleem  
  **ISBN:** 9781305071759

- MAT*256/Calculus II & MAT*268/Calculus III Multivariable - Calculus 8th ed., Stewart, James  
  **ISBN:** 9781285740621

- MAT*254/Calculus I - Calculus 9th ed., Stewart, James  
  **VBID:** 9780357631478

### PSYCHOLOGY

- PSY*111/General Psychology I - Discovering Psychology 8th ed., Sandra E. Hockenbury; Susan A. Nolan  
  **ISBN:** 9781319136390

- PSY*201/Life Span Development - Developing Person Through the Life Span 10th ed., Kathleen Stassen Berger  
  **ISBN:** 9781319016272

- PSY*245/Abnormal Psychology - Fundamentals of Abnormal Psychology 8th ed., Ronald J. Comer  
  **ISBN:** 9781464176975

  **ISBN:** 9781259880889 (We have an older edition of this text on reserve that’s students have been using)

### SCIENCE

- BIO*211/Anatomy & Physiology I & BIO*212/Anatomy & Physiology II Visual Anatomy & Physiology 3rd ed., Frederic H. Martini; William C. Ober; Judi L. Nath; Edwin F. Bartholomew; Kevin F. Petti  
  **ISBN:** 9780134394695

  **ISBN:** 9780134296012

- BIO*115/ Human Biology - Human Biology 11th ed., Starr, Cecie; McMillan, Beverly  
  **VBID:** 9781305445949

- BIO*111/Intro. to Nutrition - Wardlaw's Contemporary Nutrition 11th ed., Anne Smith  
  **ISBN:** 9781259709968

- BIO*235/Microbiology - Microbiology: A Systems Approach 5th ed., Marjorie Kelly Cowan  
  **ISBN:** 9781259706615

  **ISBN:** 9780134302386

- CHE*122/General Chemistry II - Chemistry: The Central Science 14th ed.  
  **ISBN:** 9780134414232

- EAS*102/Earth Science - Earth Science 15th ed. Edward J. Tarbuck; Frederick K. Lutgens; Dennis G. Tasa  
  **ISBN:** 9780134543536

- PHY*122 General Physics II - Physics: Principles with Applications 7th ed., Douglas C. Giancoli  
  **ISBN:** 9780321625922
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**SOCILOGY**

- **SOC*101/Principles of Sociology** - Essentials of Sociology 7th ed., Richard P. Appelbaum; Deborah Carr; Mitchell Duneier; Anthony Giddens  
  **ISBN:** 9780393674088

- **SOC*103/Social Problems** - Social Problems 14th ed., D. Stanley Eitzen; Maxine Baca Zinn; Kelly Eitzen Smith  
  **ISBN:** 9780134631905

- **SOC*210/Sociology of the Family** - The Family: Diversity, Inequality, and Social Change 2nd ed., Philip N. Cohen  
  **ISBN:** 9780393639322

- **SOC*240/Criminology** - Criminology: The Core 7th ed., Siegel, Larry J.  
  **ISBN:** 9781337557719

- **SOC*241/Juvenile Delinquency** - Juvenile Delinquency: The Core 6th ed. Siegel, Larry J.; Welsh, Brandon C.  
  **ISBN:** 9781305577411